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Abstract: Smart energy solutions aim to modify and optimize the operation of existing energy1

infrastructure. Such cyber-physical technology must be mature before deployment to the actual2

infrastructure, and competitive solutions will have to be compliant to standards still under3

development. Achieving this technology readiness and harmonization requires reproducible4

experiments and appropriately realistic testing environments. Such testbeds for multi-domain5

cyber-physical experiments are complex in and of themselves. This work addresses a method for the6

scoping and design of experiments where both testbed and solution each require detailed expertise.7

This empirical work first revisited present test description approaches, developed a new description8

method for cyber-physical energy systems testing, and matured it by means of user involvement.9

The new Holistic Test Description (HTD) method facilitates the conception, deconstruction and10

reproduction of complex experimental designs in the domains of cyber-physical energy systems. This11

work develops the background and motivation, offers a guideline and examples to the proposed12

approach, and summarises experience from three years of its application.13

Keywords: Cyber-Physical Energy System; Smart Grid; Smart Energy Systems; Technology Readiness;14

Testing; Test description; Design of Experiments; Validation.15
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1. Introduction16

With Smart Energy1 solutions reaching higher technology readiness [1], the question of17

appropriate testing becomes pressing [2]. Testing is necessary throughout development as well18

as before roll-out of market-ready products [3], employing virtual, physical, and hybrid testbeds19

[4,5]. A key issue for testing of smart energy solutions is their mixed-technology nature involving20

communications, controls, and multi-domain physical infrastructure, which affects both availability of21

engineering expertise and suitable tool integration [6].22

An appropriate test is then an issue of sufficiently clear test objectives and a specific and relevant23

multi-domain test environment [3,6,7]. The standards for technical quality and appropriate levels of24

scrutiny in testing are set within the specific context of a scientific discipline or technical application25

domain. For example, organizations within automotive, thermal systems or electric power domains26

each identify and maintain their specific standards, test requirements, protocols and test environments.27

For a project coordinator, system integrator, solution developer, test engineer, or researcher,28

a project aim often is to increase the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) [2] of a specific smart29

energy solution. Rather than development, the ultimate project aim would thus be a validation30

goal, marked by a successful test or demonstration. The counterpart to this validation is posed31

by the project funder or other stakeholders, who may seek documentation of tests or tracing of32

requirements to test results. The requirements description by means of use cases and Smart Grid33

Architecture Model (SGAM) modeling [8,9] is now established practice in smart energy projects34

(DISCERN, ELECTRA IRP, SmartNet, TDX-Assist, ID4L, etc. [10]), However, the reporting on tests35

and demonstrations that form the critical milestone of such projects are less well structured due to36

a lack of suitable and standardised methods. R&D projects could improve their impact by planning37

from a validation ambition formulated as test cases, which would directly relate the project’s main38

use cases and the desired TRL level. A clear, formalizable test description may help overcome the39

increasing complexity emerging from both multi-domain systems solutions and the increasingly40

complex experimental platforms, by improving re-use, accelerating test preparation and execution,41

and enabling reproducibility. Already a harmonization of test descriptions would facilitate re-use42

relevant in industrial settings, reproducibility in a research setting, and generally the potential for43

knowledge sharing across disciplines and laboratories.44

1.1. Challenges in Testing of Cyber-Physical Energy Systems45

Appropriate tests for multi-domain systems are harder to plan than tests within established46

disciplinary boundaries. Consider that solutions in the field of Smart Energy Systems, as for example a47

Distributed Energy Resource Management (DERM) application [11,12], tend to encompass multiple48

disciplines (ICT, automation, physical infrastructure) and affect several physical domains (electricity,49

heating, energy storage, etc.), with causal interactions and feedback loops spanning across disciplines50

and domains. Experiments for the characterisation of relevant aspects and validation of each DERM51

system function will have to consider functional and structural qualities of each discipline, as well as52

their interactions.53

Experimental platforms are being enhanced and interconnected in an effort to address the54

testing needs in Smart Energy: multi-disciplinary simulation and co-simulation, interconnection55

of facilities, integrated physical and real-time simulation experiments, and remote laboratory56

integration. For example a geographically distributed real-time experimental setup across continents57

to assess the integration of wind farms in large scale grids [13]. By integrating facilities, a Power58

Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHIL) testing infrastructure was remotely connected to larger-scale electric59

grid models to validate the performance of two residential-scale advanced solar inverters [14].60

1 The term Smart Energy is used to represent the fields of smart grids and multi-energy systems, as Cyber-Physical Energy
Systems (CPES), emphasizing an increasing reliance of Information and Communication Technology (ICT).
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1.2. Possible Harmonisation61

Thus, the complexity of multi-domain systems and their required experimental platforms are62

both growing. As a result, the disciplinary and methodological framing of experiments is becoming63

a challenge itself. This methodological framing, however, would have to be independent from64

engineering disciplines, as well as from the experimental platform. And in spite of differences in65

practice between disciplines and domains, some distinct aspects of testing are identifiable across66

disciplines: i) What is tested and why, ii) the test elements and test protocol, and iii) the physical or67

virtual facility (from here on: testbed) employed to realize the experiment.68

Given these distinctions, experiment descriptions2 can be harmonized at a higher level of69

abstraction. For instance, in application to ICT systems, the European Telecommunications Standards70

Institute (ETSI) standardisation body has developed a suite of standards including a Test Purpose71

language, explicit Test Description Language (TDL), where its syntax is required to be concretized72

for individual domain application [15]. While working at a higher abstraction level allows transfer73

between instances and harmonisation of equivalents between these, there is necessarily a greater gap74

between the abstract description of a test and its implementation. This “specification gap” arises in75

the preparation of experiments, and becomes all the more significant with increasing complexity of76

cyber-physical system structure of solutions and advancements in testbed technology.77

1.3. Scope and Approach78

This work aims to address the above described gap concerning the following questions:79

a) How can experiments be framed to account for the multi-disciplinary setting and wide variety of employed80

experimental platforms?81

b) To what extend can a template-based approach to experiment description enhance the quality of experiment82

planning, experiments, and reporting?83

We are interested in facilitating the scoping and design of validation tests and experiments by84

offering a better formal framing and a procedural guideline. In this work we focus on the preparation85

of technically “holistic” test descriptions (characterised by a multi-domain and systems-of-systems86

view towards a formalized description covering design and validation) with application to Smart87

Energy problems, and reports its use in a number of cases. The presented approach in this article has88

been developed in the European ERIGrid project [16] and an early version of it was already discussed89

in [7,17].90

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 indentifies the context and91

background of test description methods. Section 3 provides a thorough guideline to the HTD approach92

and Section 4 provide an illustration example and reports on HTD applications. Finally, Section 593

concludes this article.94

For readers focused on the applying the HTD in their own work, we refer to Sections 2.2 for95

context, Section 3 for the guidelines, and Section 4.1 for the discussion of an application example.96

2. Background and Related Work97

To achieve a holistic view on test descriptions, we ought to be aware of their full context, in98

terms of related work (Section 2.1) purpose, formal context, technology (testbeds), and methodology99

(test procedures). This requires separately examining the purpose of testing in a formal context100

(Section 2.2), the application to the energy system context (Section 2.3), and how this connection101

implies requirements for both testing technology and methodology (Sections 2.4 and 2.5).102

2 Note that the terms “experiment” and “test” are used interchangeably: from a platform and execution point of view the
only difference between experiment and test is in the outcome judgement: an experiment is aimed to increase knowledge
(qualify, characterize, identify), a test assesses some pass/fail criterion (verify, validate).
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2.1. Related Work103

A related work in the smart energy domain is the interoperability testing methodology proposed104

in [18]. ETSI defines a set of standards which have a similar semantic structure as the here proposed105

holistic test description: The ETSI Test Purpose Language (TPLan) [19], Test Description Language106

(TDL) [20], and Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3 (TTCN-3) [21] together offer an abstract107

language for describing a test purposes, context, test system and interfaces to the software under108

test. TTCN-3 is notable for abstracting the test execution semantics from the test execution platform.109

Compared to the present work, the limitation of the ETSI collection of standards is its restriction to the110

ICT domain.111

Several projects in the field of smart energy have applied and adopted variants of the here outlined112

methodology, including the SmILES, ELECTRA-IRP, and SmartNet projects, as discussed in Section 4.3.113

2.2. Test Purposes: Testing in a Technical Development Context114

Experiments play a role in the early stages of a technical design as well as in the final stages115

where technical solutions are evaluated against technical specifications and system level requirements.116

In early design, experiments can be employed (e.g., to inform the selection of design parameters,117

such as to characterise the performance of a heat pump) under expected operating conditions. In118

the construction of a solution, experiments are carried out to validate whether aspects of a solution119

live up to the requirements (e.g., Can the control system performance be maintained with a given120

communication channel?). Systems design processes in industry follow the general scheme of the121

V-model [22].122

The V-model allows conceptualizing the hierarchy and context of technical experiments (tests) for123

iterative product validation as a staged top-down and bottom-up process from left to right, Figure 1.124

In the top-down phase, the project is decomposed in multiple sub-projects at different levels of125

requirements specification and system granularity. This decomposition enables parallel development126

of sub-systems and components, while tracing requirements to overall system purposes. The bottom-up127

phase represents the validation and integration of different solution aspects and sub-systems. This128

V-model can be interpreted classically as “waterfall” sequential process, but can also be applied to129

modern concurrent engineering as a conceptual hierarchy, where the V-model establishes a strong130

coupling of requirements specification and testing: at every stage of development, experiments are131

based on a) requirements identified earlier in the design process (i.e., in the top-down phase), and b)132

an assembly of components validated in a previous stage of testing, and c) the appropriate type of133

testbed (dark red in Figure 1).134

Also visible in this illustration of the V-model is the relation between system requirements135

and test specification, and its widening speficiation gap. This specification gap appears at higher136

levels of integration, and is amplified when the test involves the integration of several domains with137

fundamentally distinct natures (e.g., power system and ICT).138

In engineering and research practice, the conceptual difference between design and testing is139

easily obscured at early development stages; improved use of simulations and software tool integration:140

in (simulation-based) design, the focus is on structural and parametric changes to a (simulation) model,141

which lead to an incremental adaptation of a system design. In contrast, for testing, the system is142

fixed, and an experiment is set up to quantify a property or to validate a hypothesis (e.g., function,143

performance) about the present system design. As the system grows in scale and complexity, also144

the formulation of a test hypothesis becomes non-trivial; on the one hand it is driven by the (more145

complex) system requirements, but larger and more complex experimental setups are required.146

A holistic test description would support this re-framing from engineering design to test design,147

helping to narrow down the test purpose and test system requirements.148
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Figure 1. V-model with the associated testing development and the specification gap [22].

2.3. The Relation between Testing and Energy System Semantics149

The essence of framing an experiment is therefore in the formulation of a test hypothesis. In150

CPES two key aspects of a test hypothesis are the boundary of the test system and the system qualities151

to be assessed. System qualities of interest would typically be derived from system requirements or152

related engineering concerns. For the identification of a system boundary, we have to consider both153

the system functional and structural architecture, and its environmental embedding. This hypothesis154

should be developed as independent from the testing tool. Only later in the experiment design, the155

testbed properties are required to define embedding of a system part being tested into an emulated or156

simulated experimental environment.157

To achieve an operable integration between the different stages and phases of the V-model,158

we distinguish the semantic context of the energy system solution from the context of testing and159

embedding in a testing platform. In spite of overlapping terminology and tooling between these160

contexts, each has its own set of engineering requirements and purposes:161

1) The energy system semantic: represents the behaviour and the semantic relations among the162

different actors of the system. Depending on the considered energy system and the information163

models, this semantic represent the application relevant purposes, components and structures of164

the system. (i.e., the “real world application”).165

2) The testing semantic: the purpose and content of a single or set of tests. It relates the real-world166

motivation for a test to the concrete system configurations and functions to be included in an167

experiment.168

The aforementioned specification gap (see Figure 1) can now be described by three gaps: i) the169

translation between these two semantics, ii) the lack of testing semantics for the multi-domain nature170

of a cyber-physical energy system, and iii) missing semantics and integration for the advanced testing171

technologies of CPES. At present, this gap is addressed manually by engineers proposing a specific172

test-setup and validation criteria. The process is therefore subjective and presents difficulties for173

keeping a common understanding across different stakeholders, test-stages, and for eventual system174

integration.175
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Common to both semantics, i.e., 1) & 2), is the sequence of abstraction layers, which can be176

interpreted in a top-down view from purpose-oriented to implementation-oriented. The layers are177

listed in Figure 2 along with related standards from the energy system context (left) and testing context178

(right). In the following we introduce the left and right side of Figure 2. The complexity and semantics179

of test technologies, iii), is discussed in the next section.180
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Figure 2. Abstraction layers of a holistic test and the related standards.

2.3.1. Energy System Semantic181

The existing energy system semantics (or information models) on the left side of Figure 2. The182

common information model (CIM/IEC61970-61968) [23,24], OPC UA data model [25] and IEC 61850183

data model [26] are popularly employed in the electrical domain. They cover the functional, semantic,184

and syntactic configurations of a system while the dynamic and technical configurations are provided185

by the specific implementation technologies (TCP/IP, modbus, DNP3, etc.). While they can be readily186

used for system specification, there is a need to improve support for modelling other domains (e.g.,187

ICT and thermodynamics). Nevertheless, the energy system semantics can be used as building blocks188

for the CPES design but the link from these information models to the validation setup is obscured,189

hence, the specification gap.190

The SGAM proposes an interoperability architecture that covers mainly the conceptual and191

semantical interactions in a multi-domain smart grid. The link to validation setup in SGAM is192

presented as a methodology based on use-case reference designation and specifications [27]. The193

SGAM methodology uses IEC 62559 for energy system design and provided the tailored use case194

template for this purpose. In this concept, a use case is considered as the basis for defining a system,195

its functionality and interaction necessary for the experiment design. It involves also the definition of196

Basic Application Profiles (BAP) and Basic Application Interoperability Profile (BAIOP) as modular197

elements for specification of system and subsystem. BAP and BAIOP represent the basic building198

blocks for the CPES, and can provide possible skeletons for setting up interoperability validation199

experiment [18]. It is however noteworthy that the use-case specifications provided in BAP and BAIOP200

involves specifically the system/sub-system architecture and it lacks guideline of the test specifications,201

implementation and technologies.202
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2.3.2. Testing Semantics203

Notable for providing a complete set of testing semantics is the ETSI test description suite,204

comprising the Test Purpose Language (TPLan) [19], Test Description language (TDL) [20], and the205

Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3 (TTCN-3). While TPlan provides the objective and purpose206

of the test regardless to the testing environment, TDL bridges the methodology gap between TPLan and207

the complex executable semantic below. TPLan and TDL are then translated to TTCN-3. TTCN-3 is at208

an abstract level specifying, providing templates, syntax, and vocabularies to define a test configuration209

and procedure; but a corresponding test system is needed for the execution, i.e., the TTCN-3 semantic210

needs to be mapped down to an execution platform and can be integrated with system types of211

other languages (ASN.1, XML, C/C++). Besides, as a test specification semantic, TTCN-3 requires212

a domain specified syntax and vocabularies to enable comprehensive communication among its213

elements. The concept of abstract test suite in TTCN-3 standard [21] represents test descriptions in214

information technology. By defining formal (standardized) testing semantics and syntax, TTCN-3215

enabled test automation [28], a software suit for conformance testing [29], and to promote reusability216

and possibility for further integration of new elements into the framework [30]. For instance TPLan,217

TDL and TTCN-3 are utilized in information domain. However, in order to apply them to CPES218

assessment and validation, there is missing a means to establish a concrete link to energy system219

specifications, as the ETSI suite is not meant to interface physical structures and functions. This gap220

may be filled by integration of a complementing energy system semantic.221

The holistic test description addresses both the energy system semantic and testing semantic,222

offering specification levels that relate to energy systems use cases and structural descriptions, while223

offering descriptions levels conceptually similar to those defined in the ETSI suite of TPLan, TDL, and224

TTCN-3 .225

2.4. Testbed Technology226

The specification gap becomes more apparent when the validation process requires a combination227

of several testing technologies, each with their associated semantics and interfacing approach. Consider228

the following range of techniques and tools employed to support testing of CPES:229

• Co-simulation is the concept of composing coupled simulators that cooperate with each other230

while running on their own solvers and models. Co-simulation is particularly useful for231

coupling models with different time scales (transient/steady state) or with distinct natures232

(continuous/discrete event), in eventually different domains (e.g., power and ICT, electric and233

thermo) [31–33].234

• Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) is the experimental technique in which a Hardware under Test (HUT)235

is coupled with a real-time simulation to test under realistic conditions. HIL supports throughout236

study of transient and steady state operation of the HUT under realistic, yet safe and repeatable,237

conditions; testing of a HUT in faulty and extreme conditions without damaging laboratory238

equipment [34,35].239

• Remote laboratory coupling and integration of HIL and co-simulation in a holistic framework [36–42],240

which enables a more complete and realistic consideration of CPES, and coupling of existing241

physical labs with simulated environments in an integrated and consistent manner. Architectures242

have been proposed as supports for such cross-infrastructure deployment: using real-time243

database as the common interchange point [43], dedicated message bus [37,40], Supervisory244

Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) as a service [44], and direct peer-2-peer streams [38]245

using a real-time protocol. Besides providing the required technical base for implementation,246

these architectures also pave the way to international collaboration by combining several247

infrastructures and/or replacing non-available components/systems by simulation, increasing248

the realism of validation and demonstration environments.249
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Each of these approaches entails coupling of different testbed contexts. Thus, in addition to250

increasing complexity of the CPES and complexity of testing semantics noted above, the diversified251

and rapid advancement of testbed technologies needs to be addressed to encompass the complete test252

description. Issues here include the establishment of a common information model across the diverse253

testbed, synchronization, logging and time-stamping, as well as methods for the coherent initialization254

of the test setup.255

The holistic test description proposed in this paper is intended to resolve this challenge in part256

by aiming to fill in the specification gap also at the level of testbed description and mapping of test257

specifications to testbed.258

2.5. Test Design, Sampling and Evaluation Methodology (Design of Experiments)259

The statistical concept of Design of Experiments (DoE) has been developed to address result260

significance and reproducibility in experimentation. The phrase has been coined by Fisher [45] who261

has established many fundamental concepts of the methodology as well as an abstract terminology262

that allows DoE to be easily mapped to any application domain. In its essence, DoE provides a263

statistical framework to explore the influence of different factors on a system’s response. A special264

focus is put on avoiding the confounding of factors so that their influences can be distinguished265

from each other. While these basic ideas of DoE had initially found application in agricultural and266

clinical research, over time they have also been adopted by the engineering domain to improve267

product optimization, quality assessment and validation [46,47]. Especially in the context of software268

simulation, the DoE framework has been widely adopted and modernized by the extension to more269

complex, multidimensional sampling algorithms [48,49]. So far, however, DoE application is mostly270

limited to research in single engineering domains while strongly interdisciplinary research fields like271

CPES have not yet experienced a broad adoption of DoE. An exception is given in [18], where it has272

been applied to interoperability testing in CPES relation to recent standards developments. Further273

application of DoE in the field is thus promising.274

Concepts of classical, hardware-oriented DoE and modern, simulation-based DoE are often275

discussed separately from each other. In the CPES domain, however, software and hardware-based276

testing exist in one common, continuous validation process with HIL approaches as the link between277

them. Consequently, CPES applications of DoE require the consideration of all common DoE concepts278

in combination with each other.279

In the course of this work, the authors demonstrate how the DoE methodology can be seen as an280

intrinsic part of a HTD. It provides testing with the statistical groundwork for efficient experimentation,281

result reproducibility and significance of the outcome against noise in the tested system. A first282

discussion of the relationship between DoE and holistic testing has been given in [50]. The work283

presented in this paper partly builds up on this first approach and aims to provide a more general284

understanding.285

3. Guideline to Holistic Test Description286

In practice, test description means to write up intentions and draw out configurations, to identify287

and define the essential parameters and procedural steps for conducting a test. The HTD aims to288

support testing and test description practicioners in laying out these intentions in a clear and traceable289

manner, in spite of the complexities arising in CPES testing which have been outlined above. The HTD290

approach comprises a set of textual templates [51], a graphical notation and partial processes that may291

be employed by a practitioner to structure, refine and document their testing endeavour. The whole292

process is outlined in Figure 3. Like any model process, the HTD offers a supporting structure and293
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raises relevant questions3. Whereas users have reported benefits from using of HTD templates in early294

phases of test scoping and planning; yet also the fully documented test description may be relevant in295

cases where a complete trace of the experiment design is valued. The supporting structure offered by296

the HTD has some complexity; for any learner it can be useful to practice once on a simple problem, to297

avoid too steep a learning curve during a complex application.298

Figure 3. Overview of ERIGrid Holistic Test Procedure with test description elements. In focus of this
guideline are the test description elements 1 through 5 (Section 3.1) [7,17].

In test applications involving multiple research infrastructures or testbeds, it is unavoidable to299

follow an approach that likes the here described HTD method, including the development of new300

testing chains, round robin testing or the online coupling of research infrastructure. Essentially, the301

HTD provides a framework for separating test-bed test objectives, and supports the qualification of302

test-beds as part of the testing approach. It is expected that a minimal HTD use is beneficial in any303

multi-disciplinary testing effort.304

The following sections provide a modular overview of the HTD approach, enabling readers305

to quickly grasp the purpose of different parts of the HTD and assess which of them will be more306

applicable in their test. First, Section 3.1 provides an overview of the elements, then Section 3.2307

highlights important aspects of the HTD in more detail.308

3.1. Overview of HTD Elements309

A common point of departure in applying the HTD should always be the formulation of a Test310

Case, with its elements outlined in Figure 4. The HTD comprises further steps, reducing abstraction to311

the implementation in a physical or virtual testbed.312

The steps and elements on the path to implementation of an experiment are outlined here in their313

logical sequence:314

1. Test Case (TC)315

2. Qualification Strategy (QS)316

3. Test Specification (TS)317

3 For the same reasons it can seem overly formal and tedious to apply when the testing problem is simple. For example, a
practitioner who is completely familiar with their laboratory may find little need to follow the steps of an “Experiment
Realization Plan”.
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4. Experiment Realization Plan318

5. Experiment Specification (ES)319

6. Results Annotation320

7. Experiment Evaluation321

Here, the Test Case, Test Specification, and Experiment Specification are based on templates, whereas322

the Qualification Strategy and Experiment Realization Plan are free form documents with a specific323

purpose in context of the proposed method.324

Steps 6 and 7, result annotation and experiment results evaluation, though naturally part of an325

experimental procedure have not been formalised in the HTD presented here; their relevance and326

possible approaches are discussed below.327

3.1.1. Test Case328

The Test Case structures the motivation for a test. By combining narrative, with graphical,329

qualitative, structured and quantitative/formal elements, domain specifics are given a shared testing330

context. In Figure 4 the TC template elements are summarised. We can identify three main parts:331

Firstly, The Test Objectives in narrative form, and their more analytical form as Purpose of Investigation332

(PoI); secondly, the description of system functions and components to organize the System under333

Test (SuT) and its functions, and isolate the focal points of the investigation; finally, the Test Criteria,334

which present a further formalization of the test objectives in terms of measurands of performance and335

behavior.336

 

Test Objectives  
Why is the test needed? What do we expect to find out? A short 
narrative of context and goals of the test. 

Purpose of Investigation (PoI) 

The test purposes classified in terms of 
Characterization, Verification, or Validation. 

Object under Investigation (OuI) 

"the component(s) (1..n)  that 

are to be qualified by the test” 

Function(s) under Investigation (FuI) 

“the referenced specification of a 
function realized (operationalized) 
by the object under investigation” 

System under Test 

(SuT) 

Systems, subsystems, 

components included 

in the test case or test 

setup. 

Functions under Test (FuT) 

Functions relevant to the 
operation of the system 
under test, including FuI 
and relevant interactions 
btw. OuI and SuT. 

Domain under Investigation (DuI): 

“the relevant domains or sub-domains of test parameters and 
connectivity.” 

Test criteria:  
Formulation of criteria for each PoI based on properties of SuT; encompasses properties of test signals and output 
measures. 

target metrics 

Measures required to quantify each 

identified test criteria 

variability attributes 

controllable or uncontrollable factors 

and the required variability; ref. to PoI. 

quality attributes  

threshold levels for test result quality as 

well as pass/fail criteria. 

 

Figure 4. Illustration of the Test Case elements as canvas, available at [51].

The Test Case frames the purpose of an experiment, and identifies relevant functions, structures337

and components. A key purpose of this abstract description is to isolate the test objectives from the338

possible test implementations. While also aimed at structuring purposes, in contrast to a use case in the339

Energy System Semantic (cf. Section 2.3), a Test Case identifies both structural and functional aspects340

of the Test System and its boundary4 (which, ultimately, is to be reflected by a testbed); similarly the341

test criteria relate to the test purpose, rather than the functional purpose of a use case.342

The Test Case is an essential part of any testing effort. For complex experiments, it is good to343

formulate it with detail, for simpler experiments it is sufficient to clarify Test Objective, Purpose of344

Investigation and System under Test, in a small workshop, supported by the Test Case Canvas, Fig. 4.345

A detailed Test Case serves also documentation and justification of testing campaigns.346

4 Note of difference: hardware or software component in a test (the SUT in ETSI TDL and DUT in hardware testing) is called
“Object under Investigation” (OuI) and it is embedded in the SuT.
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3.1.2. Qualification Strategy347

The Qualification Strategy is the place for outlining how the qualification goals (as defined in Test348

Case) are to be met by a combination of experiments. This step is recommended for more complex349

experimental designs, such as e.g., a plan for round-robin testing, for cross-validation of simulation350

results, or a validation sequence involving both simulated and physical experiment setups [52].351

Examples reported in [51,53] explicitly address assessment of testbed characteristics as intermediate352

step in system testing.353

3.1.3. Test Specification354

The Test Specification defines a specific test design, including metrics, the domain configuration355

(test system), its parameterization, inputs, measurands, metrics, and test sequences. The TS is356

independent of a experimental platform. In practice, the Test Specification is an outcome of typical test357

planning activity, and therefore a minimal overhead; essential are Test System configuration as well as358

Input/Output parameters and applied Test metrics.359

3.1.4. Experiment Realization Plan360

In order to realize a TS in an experiment on an experimental platform (RI—research infrastructure),361

the TS requirements need to be mapped to RI capabilities (RI hardware, software, models). The HTD362

provides a guideline for the identification of suitable RI and mapping in the form of an Experiment363

Realization Plan (see Section 3.2.3).364

The main purpose of an ERP is provide a conceptual approach and possible algorithm for365

situations where the test specification is well developed and multiple applicable testbeds and RI366

cooperations are considered; the ERP is not required for simple experiments where the Experiment367

Configuration follows straightforward from the test specification.368

3.1.5. Experiment Specification369

The Experiment Specification defines how the experimental platform (testbed) is configured and370

used to realize an experiment. Formally it is a mapping of a single TS to the components, structure371

and procedures of a given RI. For example, in case of a round-robin experiment, one TS may be372

mapped to several RIs [52]. The ES serves documentation of experiments and is developed in technical373

collaboration between testbed experts and test responsible. Essential elements are the Experiment374

Setup, Experiment Sequence, interfacing of OuI and Testbed as well as aspects pertaining recording of375

experiment results.376

3.1.6. Results Annotation377

The collection and annotation of experiment results is a natural element of any testing process.378

In a holistic test description, a common reference frame and format is advised to keep experiment379

results traceable in spite of multiple testbeds, time resolutions and data formats. Such a frame380

can further be applied in the definition of test signals and documentation of system configurations.381

This specific challenge is not explicitly addressed here, as an appropriate solution will typically be382

domain-specific. In the context of energy systems, organizing data typically involves combining time383

series of measurements with metadata about those measurements. An example of a data format which384

applies to this context may be found in [54].385

3.2. Key Aspects in Developing a Holistic Test Description386

In this section we highlight some key considerations that have been accommodated in the HTD387

conceptual framework.388

In practice, after a Test Case is formulated clearly, the further planning can benefit from applying389

only a subset of the HTD aspects. In any case, one should first identify whether the test objectives390
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are sufficiently formalised (see below). In a next step, for example, it may be necessary to shed light391

on dependencies between test objectives leading to a hierarchy or sequence of the test executions.392

In that case, formulating a qualification strategy is useful. In a simpler test case, this step may be393

skipped. When several tests are planned under one test case, it is necessary to formulate several test394

specifications, and if several RIs are involved, also the experiment specification is useful.395

3.2.1. Formalizing Test Objectives: From PoI to TCR, to Evaluation Metrics396

The Test Case formulation includes several refinements on the Test Objectives: the Test Criteria397

(TCR), corresponding to the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) in a use case, serve as formalization of398

the test objectives into a quantifiable metric. Often metrics proposed early in the test development399

need to be revised.400

Here it helps to step back and look at the “test objectives” as a pure narrative formulation of the401

motivation and rationale of a test. In a second step, the test objectives are formally refined into the402

Purpose of Investigation (PoI) using a differentiation between403

1. Verification,404

2. Validation,405

3. Characterization.406

By itemising the test objectives, each addressing exactly one of the above three categories, the407

formulation of test metrics and procedure is greatly facilitated. The formalisation is likely to refine408

the test narrative so that the need for additional experiments or a dependency between experiments409

materialises.410

Verification and Validation tests imply experiments where the outcome is judged by a pass/no-pass411

criterion. For Characterization experiments the objective is to model a specific performance or behaviour412

of the System under Test. Following a widely accepted distinction between validation and verification,413

we define:414

• Validation tests: functional requirements and passing criteria are provided as abstract measures,415

where experiment results are subject to some expert interpretation to decide upon pass/no-pass.416

Implication for Test Case: Test criteria are formulated qualitatively; a qualitative passing criterion417

is required (consider who is the expert qualified to pass the judgement).418

Example: Is a controller ready for deployment in the field? Relevant experts here: development419

or field engineer.420

• Verification test: Tests where requirements are formulated as quantitative measures and thresholds421

of acceptable values are quantified.422

Implication for Test Case: Test Criteria are formal and quantified. A passing threshold is defined.423

Examples: i) Standard conformance testing; ii) passing the set of tests (test harness) applied in424

software unit-testing.425

• Characterization test: Here, a measure is given without specific requirements for passing the test.426

Implication for Test Case: Test Criteria are quantified, typically given key metrics or performance427

indicators. A passing threshold is not defined, but a metric for expected result quality can be428

provided (validity of experiment, not of OuI).429

Examples: Characterizing performance of a system; characterizing the physical parameters of a430

component for developing an equivalent simulation model.431

Following the textual formulation of PoIs, the next step is a further formalization of the Test432

Criteria (TCR), which take reference to domains and components identified in the System under Test,433

and would suitably be represented as mathematical formula.434

The target metrics, variability attributes and quality attributes each identify parameters related to the435

SuT, to suitably measure, perturb and assess experiment result quality, respectively.436
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3.2.2. Configuration for Experiments: Abstract System Concept to Experiment Configuration437

While a test case describes in the most generic terms the requirements and observables to be438

examined, these must eventually be mapped onto a specific laboratory infrastructure. Documenting439

this mapping is the task of the three levels of system configuration descriptions; a Generic System440

Configuration (incl. System under Test) in the Test Case, a Specific System Configuration (i.e., the Test441

System) in the Test Specification, and an Experimental System Configuration (i.e., Experiment Setup) in442

the Experiment Specification. Each configuration targets a certain level of abstraction, and fulfils a443

different role in their respective test description document. We proceed to list these configurations444

below, and indicate both their level of abstraction and their role in the overall description.445

Generic System Configuration (GSC): The GSC is made to indicate the functional or abstract446

structural need of the System under Test (SuT). It represents the SuT at a high level of abstraction, but447

still allows to identify test criteria, domains, and key system functions. The GSC will thus typically448

define which component types (classes) form part of the SuT, what their parameters can be, and how449

these components may be connected, but not exactly how many of these components there are, or the450

exact topology of the system. Further, each component type may be defined at a high aggregation451

level, e.g., wind farm, or at a low level, e.g., battery cell, depending on the requirements of the test. In452

object-oriented programming, the GSC may be likened to defining the classes of components included453

in the test system.454

Specific System Configuration (SSC): The SSC is made to specify the exact number of components455

forming the SuT, their topology and any additional requirements on parameters for the test. The SSC456

is specific because it names the key factors and observables, as well as the expected system topology.457

In that it represents an instance of the SuT indentified. Justifiable reasons for leaving SSC parameters458

undefined relate to system parameters and properties that are non-critical for the test-criteria, as well459

as parameters that will vary strongly with the choice of testbeds. In the latter case, acceptable and460

preferred parameter ranges can be identified. The SSC will thus typically leave certain aspects of the461

SuT open for mapping by the specific testbed, and instead define requirements externally with respect462

to the SuT and/or specific aspects of the SuT required to fulfil the Test Objective. Further, as Test Cases463

may involve more than one Test Specification, the SSC serves to indicate which portions of the SuT are464

in focus for a particular Test Specification. For example, in test cases with focus on communication465

tests, the electrical grid topology would be left unspecified, or vice versa.466

Experiment System Configuration (ESC): The ESC or Experiment Setup represents a realization of467

one SSC mapped onto a specific testbed, and serves as a documentation of the physical and software468

realization of the experimental setup as used during execution of the experiment. As the ESC serves469

to document the testbed configuration, the SuT is not in focus and only the OuI is transferred from470

SSC to ESC. Thus, an ESC will typically list both makes and models of equipment, specific parameters471

of this equipment, and their setting or operating mode during execution, but also the means of472

preserving recorded data or the equipment required to generate a certain test signal, simulators and473

simulation model version, the OuI version, or method of interfacing OuI with testbed and other474

interface components.475

Table 1 provides an overview of the differences between the different SCs.476

Table 1. Overview of System Configuration levels.

SC type Generic SC Specific SC Experiment SC

Described in Test Case Test Specification
Experiment
Specification

Topology Domain-coupling SuT components Testbed and OuI
Parameters NO Partial, preferred values YES
OuI concrete NO YES YES
Non-OuI concrete NO NO YES
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As an example of the three levels, Figure 5 shows system configurations from a test involving477

coordinated voltage control of remotely controllable Photovoltaic (PV) inverters.478

(a) Generic System Configuration (b) Specific System Configuration

(c) Experiment System Configuration
Figure 5. System configurations for a coordinated voltage control test case.

In the GSC, Figure 5a, only coupling domains are specified, and the number of units involved is479

not specified. The test System (SSC), Figure 5b, identifies the OuI as a single inverter, but requires both480

the coordinated voltage controller and several other inverters to be connected to a distribution system.481

Finally, in the experiment setup (ESC, Figure 5c), elements required to emulate signals for the OuI are482

specified, which, together with a specification sheet (not shown), serve as a complete documentation483

of the experimental setup. Only one PV inverter is seen in a PHIL setup, while the voltage controller is484

implemented on a computer, and the other inverters as well as the distribution grid are simulated on a485

digital real-time simulator.486

By forming a chain through layers of abstraction, going from GSC to ESC allows tracing how the487

PoI is fulfilled at each layer, and serves to inform the choices which must inevitably be made during488

the eventual mapping of the GSC onto a testbed. The following subsection discusses the mapping489

procedure in more detail, including how the choices made during a mapping can be both enforced and490

documented.491
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3.2.3. Experiment Realization Plan492

The experiment realization plan should help HTD practitioners to transition from abstract test493

descriptions to actual experiment implementations, also found in the test description guidelines [51].494

This is achieved via two concepts: an RI database that provides information about accessible test labs,495

and a guideline that gives structured advice for the usage of the database for selecting appropriate496

RI(s) and mapping a given Test System to the RI(s).497

The RI database has been set up as a part of the ERIGrid project [55]5. It contains information498

on the available lab components and their connection possibilities for the different RI of the project499

partners. This information is structured by a specifically developed data model that is loosely based500

on the CIM standard, as described in [17,55]. Different ways of representing infrastructure between501

different RIs are mapped to this model at each specific location. In addition to the physical configuration502

of RIs, the data model facilitates descriptions of the control capabilities of individual RI equipment503

as well as an indication of the possibilities for deploying third party control solutions at a particular504

RI. In the context of smart grid research, a description of these control capabilities is essential for505

understanding which types of experiments can be accommodated at a particular site. These capabilities506

are described in accordance with the generic reference model for control hierarchies [16,56].507

All data elements are designated as mandatory or optional in order to achieve a minimal baseline508

model across all RIs while allowing individual RIs to be modelled in greater detail. This way, a509

common understanding of RI capabilities is established across several institutions. Furthermore, the510

SQL-based implementation of the database opens up future possibilities of semi-automated processing511

of RI configurations, for example by searching for particular combinations of components or the ability512

of a laboratory grid to match the dimensional or topological requirements of a particular experiment.513

The web-based open access hosting of the database is a step on the way towards a pan-European514

testing and research platform that allows users to find the best RI for their particular application cases.515

However, some institutions wish to keep their RI layout information confidential. An alternative use516

of the RI database may therefore be given by adopting the concept within closed company networks to517

improve lab accessibility only in that consortium.518

The experiment realization plan is closely linked to the RI database and outlines multiple usage519

scenarios. It is therefore not to be understood as a strict set of rules for the use of the database, but520

rather as an illustration of the database capabilities. The guideline describes a two-stage process for521

deriving an experiment implementation from a given test specification. The first stage of the process522

can be called the assessment phase. Most practical tests do not require the experimental setup to follow523

the test specification in all aspects; certain aspects such as e.g. grid topology, controllability, static and524

dynamic parameters will have a strong impact on the outcome of the test while others can be ignored.525

For example, the communication protocol and bandwidth of a PV inverter do not affect the outcome526

of an anti-islanding test. However, these would be of high relevance for an interoperability test of the527

same inverter, while the electrical characteristics of the inverter might be irrelevant. HTD practitioners528

are asked to assess the degree of precision to which the experimental setup needs to replicate various529

aspects of the test specification, by examining each aspect of the test system and assigning one of four530

different precision levels to it:531

• precise – the respective system aspect has to be matched 1:1 (e.g., exactly the same model of532

electric vehicle, the exact grid topology, the same communication protocol, etc.),533

• equivalent – the respective aspect has to be matched equivalently (e.g., an electrical vehicle534

with the same charger and battery size, a grid topology with the same number of nodes, a535

communication protocol with the same or a better fidelity, etc.),536

5 A subset of the database has been released in HTML form as part of the ERIGrid RI descriptions, as for example: https:
//erigrid.eu/components-attributes-of-test-center-for-smart-grids-and-electromobility-iee/.

https://erigrid.eu/components-attributes-of-test-center-for-smart-grids-and-electromobility-iee/
https://erigrid.eu/components-attributes-of-test-center-for-smart-grids-and-electromobility-iee/
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• nominal – the respective aspect can be matched with some deviations, but they should only537

lead to marginal influences on objective and results (e.g., a controllable load simulating an538

electrical vehicle, a grid connection providing similar load/voltage characteristics, some means539

of communication without regard for the specifications, etc.),540

• irrelevant – the respective system aspect does not influence the test objective and results.541

A test system (SSC, cf. Section 3.2.2) aspect, on the other hand, may vary in scale. It can be542

a component, a set of components or even just a certain component or connection property. The543

required focus and level of detail of the aspect overview depends entirely on the given system and544

test case. Thus, a comprehensive list of potential aspects cannot be established in the context of this545

paper. The outcome of the assessment phase is a table that pairs each system aspect with a precision546

category. An example for a part of such an assessment table is given in Table 2. The table provides547

a valuable document for the practical interpretation of a test system. This is especially useful if the548

implementation of the experiments is not conducted by the same people who designed the TC and TS.549

Table 2. Part of an exemplary assessment table.

System aspect Precision level

Grid topology precise
Communication protocols irrelevant
Communication channel properties

Latency precise
Others nominal

... ...

After the assessment table is established, it can be used to communicate the fixed implementation550

requirements of a test and to prioritize the rest of the system properties. These constraints, together551

with the prioritization, enable an iterative search of the database. In a significant number of cases, user552

requirements and the RI capabilities will not be a perfect match; an iterative search will then help to553

identify the most suitable RI to implement an experiment in.554

The first search pass identifies all RIs fulfilling the most crucial requirements. Subsequently, more555

constraints are applied until only one RI is left, including the set of suitable components it provides.556

This process will also alert the user if the planned experiment cannot be fully implemented in any557

available RI. In the latter case, either the TS has to be revised and/or precision requirements have to be558

relaxed, or the user may consider implementing the experiment as a multi-RI setup where components559

from several RIs are weakly coupled by real-time data exchange. Further guidelines on the use of the560

RI database [55] for experiment implementation can be found in [51].561

3.2.4. Systematically Quantified Test Results: Design of Experiments and Qualification Strategy562

The HTD terminology contains several concepts that possess a counterpart in DoE, as discussed563

in [50]. The mapping between these two conceptual views spans across the different stages of the564

HTD: For example, the identification of treatment factors (the factors of interest in a DoE-guided test)565

is to be documented in the form of variability attributes in the TC and as input parameters in the TS.566

This illustrates a major benefit of the HTD: it requires its users consider essential DoE concepts from567

the very beginning of the test planning and refine them over the course of the specification process.568

Accordingly, the DoE concept of a system response is to be specified in stages as test criteria and569

target metrics (TC stage) and output parameters as well as target measures (TS stage). Factors whose570

influence is not of interest (nuisance factors) are in the TC stage considered along with treatment factors571

as variability attributes while in the TS stage they can be separated and discussed in the context of other572

parameters and uncertainty sources. Finally, the design chosen for the exploration of a system’s factors573

can be specified, justified and refined in the context of the test design (TS stage) and the experimental574

design and justification (ES stage).575
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The aim of an experiment strongly determines how the DoE process is planned and results576

are interpreted. As described above, this aims are specified in the HTD as the PoI, falling into the577

categories characterization, validation or verification. These PoI categories have different implications578

on the necessary DoE considerations. As an example, imagine a test system with intrinsic fluctuation.579

A common DoE-related technique for the interpretation of results in the presence of noise is given580

by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA, see e.g., [57]). It allows its practitioners to explore (with a given581

significance level α) whether the influence of a given factor is stable against the system’s fluctuation. In582

the case of a characterization experiment, users of ANOVA would generally explore which significance583

levels α can be reached.584

In a validation experiment, on the other hand, users will want to interpret whether the calculated585

α value indicates a test that satisfies the given quality attributes. Finally, verification experiments586

should have a required level of risk or significance specified in the context of the quality attributes so587

that ANOVA practitioners can directly tell whether a test has passed or failed.588

Another benefit the HTD provides for DoE practitioners is given by the formulation of a589

qualification strategy which allows to record thoughts about the dependency of planned tests and590

experiments [52], for example in such a case where a characterization experiment precedes a validation591

experiment, for example to first characterize the communication latency of the testbed, to then validate592

the robustness of a control system to communication latency. In order to apply DoE techniques as593

efficiently as possible and minimize the risk of drawing false conclusions users are typically encouraged594

to make assumptions about the analyzed system. As an example, the influence of some factors or595

factor combinations may be considered negligible so that they are ruled out from the experiment, or a596

linear behavior of the system dynamics may be assumed. Such assumptions have to be based on an597

understanding of the given system. Since an appropriate insight is not always given, especially in the598

case of highly interdisciplinary systems, employing screening experiments is a common practice in DoE599

(see e.g., Chapter 5 of [58]). These types of experiments typically employ designs that are relatively600

cheap in the sense of requiring few experiment runs. As a consequence they feature confounding601

of factors or factor combinations so that definite statements about factor influences cannot be made.602

Nevertheless, screening serves its purpose of providing its users with some initial insight into the603

tested system that can then be used for further experiment planning. In fact, some screening designs604

can be easily extended via so-called folding or reflected design to be turned into less confounded designs605

[59]. This way, the data gained from the screening can be reused in the actual experimentation.606

The HTD qualification strategy provides a framework to document which experiments are used607

for screening and which for definite statements concerning the PoI. Different types of relationships608

between the various TS and ES can be considered. The process is flexible enough to express strong609

information dependencies [52]. As an example, some TS will be only roughly outlined in the beginning610

and receive refinement after a number of screening experiments have been successfully conducted and611

analyzed.612

This refinement concept of the HTD is another point that is often needed in DoE. In order to613

ensure a statistically correct DoE process, several control methods can be employed. For example, a614

correlation matrix for the chosen sampling strategy may be established to analyze whether factors615

may be confounded [59]. Similarly, other control methods can be used to check to quality of chosen616

regression or prediction models. If some of the made choices are discovered this way to be faulty,617

TS and ES should be refined or additional TS/ES established. Either way, HTD practitioners are618

encouraged to document the refinement process to make their reasoning more traceable by other619

researchers that may attempt to reproduce their results.620

A increasingly common need in complex testbeds is the need to assess testbed performance as a621

factor of influence. E.g., in remote experiments, the communication latency needs to be characterized622

to serve as factor in subsequent experiments [53,60].623
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This qualification strategy can be formulated as free text or in tabular form, but in can also be624

formalized further into a semantic meta-model of a complex test-design. A step-by-step guideline and625

examples are found under [51].626

4. Application of Holistic Test Description627

The HTD offers a number of benefits that facilitate the realization of complex and repeatable628

experiments. In this section we demonstrate and evidence benefits such as629

• reproducibility of experiments in different laboratories, as flexibility in the experiment realisation can630

be achieved;631

• self-contained sharing of test requirements across different test organisations, directly based on HTD632

documentation;633

• supports the scoping of simulation models as part of a test system;634

• traceability of the experimental procedures, enabling, for example, reproduction and round robin635

testing as a pre-cursor to developing standardised test procedures;636

• repository creation and streamlining of similar and repeated the test processes, retains domain637

expertise embedded in the repository;638

• creation of modular test specifications, which in turn enables re-use of test components, and639

supports test automation;640

• plan and coordinate complex tests involving multiple experiments.641

We illustrate and discuss a full HTD in context of a completed experiment in Section 4.1,642

introducing a specific application case to give an example of particular improvements that can be643

achieved via the HTD. Section 4.2, on the other hand, presents a general view on challenges that644

regularly arise in CPES testing, aggregated from various test cases; the benefits provided by the HTD645

can help to handle these challenges. Section 4.3 finally provides an overview of the types of test cases646

in different research projects that already have employed the HTD. This section, aims to provide the647

reader with a concrete sense of how the HTD can be employed while at the same time getting a general648

idea of the application possibilities of the procedure.649

4.1. Illustration Example650

This section explains an example test case of how a PHIL based test was designed, implemented651

and executed for the verification of a Fast Frequency Response (FFR) control scheme. This example652

will then be examined in conjunction with the HTD to identify advantages in adopting such test653

methodology in:654

• Enabling repeatability of the test using different HIL implementations: characteristics of different655

HIL setups between involving a digital grid simulator and control system under test are656

examined, particularly to understand the impact on test repeatability.657

• Enabling the execution of the test in different research infrastructures using different test658

setups: focus will be on how a unified approach to the test requirements specification facilitates659

independent, yet complementary experiments.660

4.1.1. Enhanced Frequency Control Capability (EFCC) Performance Verification661

The EFCC control scheme relies on wide-area synchrophasor measurements (streamed from662

Phasor Measurement Units—PMU) for the detection of grid frequency events and the subsequent663

timely and optimal deployment of energy resources (e.g., energy storage, generation, demand side664

response) to contain the grid frequency deviation, while avoiding angular instabilities that can be665

caused by an over response. This frequency control requirement is particularly important for low666

inertia grids. The scheme utilizes Local Controllers (LCs) for the deployment of energy resources.667

LCs rely on Regional Aggregators (RAs) to provide an aggregation and signal qualification of PMU668
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measurements from different locations in the grid. Frequency and Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF)669

are the main input signals to the control logic. A Central Supervisor (CS) is a component, which is670

used to prioritize and arm local controllers based on resource availability, resource characteristics and671

grid inertia. The control scheme can also fall back to a local control mode which relies solely on PMU672

measurements local to deployable energy resource in the case of loss of communications. This local673

control mode deploys resources according to pre-set response thresholds. Detailed information about674

the control scheme can be found in [61].675

The main objectives of this test were twofold:676

• Verification that that the EFCC control scheme is capable of identifying grid frequency events677

correctly and deploying an appropriate amount of response to contain the frequency deviation.678

Verifying scheme sensitivity to frequency events and stability against non-frequency events (e.g.,679

faults) are the focus here.680

• Quantification of the enhancement of frequency containment using the EFCC control (i.e.,681

compared to relying solely on primary frequency response). Speed and extent of frequency682

containment are the focus here.683

Moreover, it was critical that as much of the EFCC control scheme hardware components (LC,684

RA, CS, PMU) are tested in an independent physical test environment akin to a field deployment.685

Consequently, an integrated system test was a necessary follow up to manufacturer factory acceptance686

tests.687

Figure 6 illustrates the realization of the test in a PHIL setup. A PHIL setup was necessary to688

conduct the test for three main reasons. First, testing physical and communication interfaces between689

the EFCC control scheme components and deployable energy resources is a key requirement. Second,690

the effectiveness of the EFCC control scheme in containing the grid frequency after an event demanded691

a closed loop test setup. Third, evaluating real-time controller performance (including the impact of692

communication network performance) is key, which necessitates a combination of power hardware693

and real-time simulation.694

Figure 6. PHIL Experiment realization for testing the EFCC control scheme performance [62].

If an informal method of describing the test objectives and requirements for the case described695

thus far is adopted, it becomes challenging to translate these into different test laboratories with696

comparable test outcomes. Moreover, further difficulties in experiment realization can be faced if the697
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test is to be conducted in a distributed fashion (e.g. across different laboratory infrastructures). The698

following will examine how the HTD can be applied to the illustrative EFCC test case; drawing the699

main points of the process detailed in Section 3.1. This treatment will be split across the three main700

stages of developing a test case description, test specification and experiment specification.701

4.1.2. EFCC Test Case Description702

The focus in this stage of the HTD development is to define the scope of the system under test703

and test objectives, which will ultimately translate to a specific test design (corresponding to the test704

specification) and specific test implementation(s) (corresponding to the experiment specification). To705

develop the formal descriptions established by the HTD, we first refer back to the above narrative706

explaining the EFCC control scheme operation, motivation for using it and objectives of testing. The707

test case clearly requires a representation of a frequency response that is characteristic of a low inertia708

grid. As such, the system configuration considered for the test is that of a transmission grid with709

low inertia generation. In other words, the EFCC control scheme to be tested must be exposed to the710

electrical operational conditions of a low inertia grid, particularly during a frequency disturbance. In711

turn, the control action performed by the EFCC scheme will influence the grid frequency during an712

event by deploying controllable resources. The low inertia grid, EFCC control scheme and deployable713

resources form our system under test (SuT). Within the SuT, we need to define the individual or714

collective elements which are the focus of the test. To this end, an object under investigation (OuI) and715

function under investigation (FuI) are defined. In this example:716

• OuI: although a wide-area control scheme is being tested, it is the LCs which deploy the energy717

resources during grid frequency disturbances that are the focus of the test.718

• FuI / FuT: following on from the OuI definition, the LCs ability of determining and deploying the719

appropriate amount of energy resources in response to a detection of a grid frequency disturbance720

is the functionality that is being investigated. Note that other functions will be present and721

operational during testing (e.g. the RA aggregation of PMU measurements). These are referred722

to as the functions under test (FuT) which are an essential part of the SuT, but are not the focus723

of the test (i.e., a direct verification of their performance is not performed).724

This process continues to detail the quantifiable metrics of the FuI against which the test outcomes725

are assessed. In this example, the aforementioned objectives of the test imply that verification of system726

performance is of most interest. These objectives can be detailed in a set of distinct PoI which expose727

the SuT to specific test conditions through which the FuT performance can be evaluated. Example PoI728

in this case include:729

• Verify that the LC successfully detects grid frequency disturbances necessitating a response.730

• Verify that the LC remains stable against grid frequency disturbances not requiring a response731

(e.g., over-frequency resulting from a short circuit).732

• Verify that the LC deploys the expected amount of resource with reference to the severity of the733

disturbance.734

For sake of brevity the PoIs corresponding to the response quantification (characterization-type735

PoI, cf. Section 3.2.1) are ommitted. When conducting the experiment associated with the various736

verification PoI, key experiment variability and quality factors are defined. For example, creating a737

frequency disturbance test condition is directly controllable via initiating a grid power imbalance,738

while the resulting RoCoF measured by the LC is not directly controllable. Pass and fail criteria in739

relation to the LC response are measured in terms of actual response versus expected response for a740

given level of frequency disturbance detected by the LC.741

4.1.3. EFCC Test Specification742

Following on from the test case description, a test design is specified along with a number of743

measurable parameters that are used to evaluate the test criteria. In our example case, verification of744
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the performance of the LC is key and as such, the test design reflects the need to expose the LC to a745

comprehensive range of grid disturbances while measuring its response to each disturbance. Table 3746

shows an excerpt from a test matrix designed to expose the LC to aforementioned grid disturbances;747

combinations of different generation loss levels, locations and available resource capacities are tested.748

A factorial or manual discrete approach to specifying these test parameters can be adopted to create749

this matrix.750

Table 3. Excerpt from test matrix specifying event sizes and initial conditions.

Test
ID

Event Size
(Generation Loss)

Event
Location

LC 1
Location

Available LC 1
Resource

LC 2
Location

Available LC 2
Resource

0.1 1 GW Region 3 None – control case
1.1 1 GW Region 3 Region 1 300 MW Region 3 300 MW
1.x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.x 1.32 GW Region 1 Region 1 1 GW Region 3 1 GW

In order to perform the verification of the LC performance, it is necessary to measure the following:751

• Amount of grid frequency containment following a genuine grid frequency event.752

• Amount of resource deployed in relation to the event severity and LC settings.753

Further, the test specification includes an understanding of their uncertainty and variability in754

these metrics, and the detailed test system (SSC), including the configuration of the electrical grid and755

communication network, which are to be partially simulated and partially emulated in a physical756

laboratory.757

4.1.4. EFCC Experiment Specification758

The test case description and test specification should hold regardless of which research759

infrastructure performs the test. However, the realization of the test can be achieved in different760

ways (e.g., simulation only or HIL). Although it has been established earlier that this example test761

case requires a PHIL test, a Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop (CHIL) experiment was realised in762

the first instance, to de-risk the MW-scale PHIL setup, as the control system is pre-production and763

not well documented. The CHIL setup included the real-time digital simulator, LCs and RA, and764

aimed to determine the characteristics of the LC response under different control settings (screening,765

characterization), while preserving the same test design and configuration as for the PHIL setup.766

The PHIL experiment setup is illustrated in Figure 6. A real-time digital simulator was used to767

model the grid while physical controllers were deployed on a low voltage distribution network with768

load banks as the physical deployable resource. Physical controllers were also interfaced with energy769

storage system models in the real-time simulation. Figure 7 shows a sample of the measurements made770

during the execution of test ID 1.1 as summarized in Table 3. The observed response of the control771

scheme to the grid event can be used to evaluate the performance of the control scheme. Further772

information about the PHIL setup and tests conducted can be found in [61,62].773

4.1.5. Reflection774

One of the key factors that need to be considered when observing the outcomes of the test is775

the extent that the specific test setup implementation has on the observations. In this example case,776

the implementation of PHIL test environment and associated round trip delay between the physical777

infrastructure and simulation must be characterized prior to the test execution so that it is incorporated778

into the test uncertainty. Once this has been characterized, experiments can be transferable between779

different research infrastructures with different PHIL setups. This issue is not considered significant in780

the CHIL implementation for achieving the test objectives.781

Finally, the formal abstractions associated with the OuI afford the ability to conduct the same test782

over multiple research infrastructures simultaneously while meeting the test objectives (more formally783
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Figure 7. Measurements made during a verification experiment [63].

PoI). In this example case, a clear boundary can be established between the controllers under test and784

the power system (composed of both real-time simulation and physical test network). Moreover, this785

separation can be leveraged to investigate the behaviour of communication network performance (e.g.,786

latency) on the performance of the controllers.787

The illustrative example above underlines the need for a well-defined domain-specific approach788

to the testing of CPES, a requirement that is not addressed particularly well by standards as alluded to789

earlier in Section 2.3. By implementing the HTD in our particular example, the following key benefits790

are gained:791

• Semantic demarcation between the test objectives and the implementation of the experiment:792

so long as the test objectives (i.e., OuI) and the ensuing performance criteria to be evaluated793

are defined, flexibility in the experiment realisation can be achieved. Thus, reproducibility in794

different HIL setups is possible. This is evidenced by achieving the verification of controllers’795

performance connected to physical resources as well as simulated resources. On a larger scale,796

interfaces in the experiment could span across multiple laboratories.797

• The HTD documentation is a practical means of sharing the test requirements across different798

test organisations or experiment implementations. By extension, traceability of the experimental799

procedure to the OuI is achieved, which would enable round robin testing as a pre-cursor to800

developing standardised test procedures. As presented earlier, conducting a CHIL experiment801

paved the way to a more comprehensive PHIL verification for the control system.802
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4.2. Challenges Addressed and Application Experience803

Since the HTD approach has first been described in 2016 [7], it has found numerous applications,804

both within ERIGrid and in unrelated projects. In this section, the specific challenges experienced in805

testing activities are summarised and the benefits of HTD application are articulated. CPES testing806

activities carried out within the ERIGrid project are the main source of these experiences.807

808

Challenges associated with replication of tests:809

• Difficulty of interpreting component connectivity from experiment descriptions810

• Difficulty of replicating sequentially the target metrics and the variability attributes811

Since different setups and workflows have hindered a common understanding and thus812

comparability of results, too often innovation trumps significance in the valuation of test outcomes.813

Yet, reproducible significant results are essential for regulation, hamonization and standardization,814

which are key economic factors for industrial development of CPES. Replication in another laboratory815

is the only empirical way to evidence significance of results.816

The HTD supports the endeavor of replication via clear separation of test descriptions into the817

different stages, each with a corresponding template for documentation. Researchers from different818

domains and different institutions can first draft a common understanding of a test system with the819

TS. Then for each laboratory a distinct ES interpretation can be established. Comparison between820

the involved parties and with reference TC/TS will help to avoid misunderstandings and establish821

a mapping between the experiment results. Similar application cases have are being employed in822

the ERIGrid project and the test descriptions and the experiment results are presented in one of the823

forthcoming project reports.824

825

Challenges associated with multi-domain test cases :826

• Shared understanding of test purpose across domains (e.g what level of detail is relevant from827

one domain to cause a relevant influence in another domain)828

• Lack of clarity on the domain boundaries829

• Lack of comprehensive recording of the domain specific target metrics (e.g. measuring voltage830

level but not the communication delay during the execution of control system)831

Considering multiple domains in a single test system, the most common domains are the ICT and832

the electrical domains. The electrical and ICT domains aspects are difficult to align, as professionals833

from different domains miss the shared overview and coupling points within the entire test system.834

Without a structured test description, this leads to unnecessarily long preparation time and potentially835

incompatible models. Multi-domain testing activities in ERIGrid which that have been susceptible to836

the aforementioned challenge occured for example where the testbed is a co-simulation. One of the837

tests described in [64] deals with the impact of ICT-related aspects in a low voltage distribution grid,838

where meters send information about local voltage levels via a communication network to a remote839

controller actuating the tap position of an OLTC transformer. In this simple study cases ICT-related840

aspects of interest were communication delays which interacted with controller dead-timeouts,841

causing a non-deterministic voltage control performance. Here the identification and selection of842

critical study parameters required a joint and structured view of the of the test objectives as well as of843

the testbed configuration.844

845

Challenges for experiments in (co-)simulation testbeds:846

• Simulation models are abstract in nature, but abstraction levels vary847

• Identification of suitable model-components for a co-simulation setup848

• Re-use of simulation components/models849
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A critical aspect of pure simulation setups lies in the fact that simulation models exist on a higher850

abstraction level than hardware components and thus may display more heterogeneous characteristics.851

In other words, it can be more difficult for software than for hardware experiments to identify the852

most suitable components since the available models display different levels of aggregation of CPES853

subsystems.854

With the documentation of system configurations at requirements level (test system, SSC), the855

HTD offers a framework for scoping types of components, data flows and parameters required for a856

given test. This way, experts may identify the most suitable simulation models for their experiments,857

considering model structure and functionality rather than implementation technology. And by858

documenting selected testbed configurations (ESC), later re-use is facilitated. Filled in HTD templates859

for such kind of tests are included in [64].860

861

Challenges associated with multi-stage and multi-site experiments:862

• Proper description and inclusion of all the relevant components to be characterized and validated863

• Tracking changes that occur between multiple interdependent experiments864

• Misunderstandings between expert groups from different locations865

• Lack of full understanding of results in earlier stages with their related uncertainities866

Multi-stage and multi-site experiments involve the breaking-down of a large test objective and867

test system into well defined stages where each stage uses the specific capabilities of the dedicated868

test site. As CPES tests are often expensive to implement such tests need to be planned clearly and869

incoordinated manner. Incomplete consideration of components to be characterized may lead to870

second and third round tests to record missing results. Early-on clarification of the Object(s) under871

Investigation will lead to clearer definitions of the domains they belong to and the target metrics872

to be addressed. From the testing experiences which used HTD, one can observe that thoughtful873

early listing of the components and functions that form a the complete the system under test leads to874

reduced changes and earlier arrival at the final test plan.875

876

Challenges associated with real-time multi-site experiments:877

• Incompatibility of resolution and type of measurement data and control signals878

• Black-box test setup on the other end without mutual test description procedure879

• Lack of full understanding on how and where the measurements from a real-time experiment in880

the other RI is conducted881

Experiments involving several testbeds or a virtually connected testbed, especially if located882

in geographically distant research infrastructures, allow re-use of complex, expensive, immobile, or883

unique equipment (cf. Section 2.4). Researchers and testbed engineers gain clarity by separating884

challenges with the testbed from the test objectives and system under test. An example of a real-time885

and multisite experiment is the test case implemented within the ERIGrid project [60], which involved886

asynchronously interconnected geographically distributed simulators, using equipment and experts887

situated in Germany and Greece. The HTD was used to describe the test in such a way that two test888

specifications and their associated experiment specifications are described under single test case. A889

qualification strategy included assessment of the communication latency and sensitivity prior to the890

targeted control system experiments [60].891

4.3. Collected Application Evidence892

The HTD process and templates have been used within the ERIGrid project for the structuring893

and documentation of over 15 application cases; for details see also [51]. Some detailed cases have been894

linked to the research work conducted by project partners and the vast majority of HTD applications895
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are linked to Transnational Access6 activities, which have been conducted by researchers from outside896

the project consortium. The HTD method has also been applied in other projects than ERIGrid.897

The EU H2020 SmILES project [65] is one where four cases of HTD application is observed. The898

SmILES project has adopted the ERIGrid HTD method and incorporated it into the project’s own899

method, identifying extension areas to the HTD method for creating domain- and tool-independent900

reproducible simulation models. Specific extensions include templates for controller description,901

component models, optimisation objectives and constraints, and a common data format [54].902

Taken together, the extended method makes precise documentation of simulations possible903

by explicitly separating the why, what and how of each simulation. This allows accurate transfer904

of simulations even between partners operating at disparate scales, e.g., seconds and hours, using905

orthogonal means of simulation, e.g., direct integration and optimisation, or working in different906

application domains, e.g. electrical batteries and district heating networks. In the context of the907

SmILES project, the extended method is demonstrated to allow transfer of several simulations between908

partner toolchains, despite major differences in modeling approach.909

The EU FP7 project ELECTRA IRP [66] is another project where the HTD method has been910

employed to describe several test cases for testing the web-of-cells real-time control concept of future911

power systems. Also in the H2020 SmartNet [67] project the aforementioned approach has been912

successfully used to prepare the lab-based testing of the coordination schemes between transmission913

and distribution system operators [68]. The corresponding examples can be found in the open ERIGrid914

examples repository at [51].915

More than half of the registered application cases have employed all available HTD templates,916

structuring their tests into test cases, test specifications, and experiment specifications. Of the remaining917

application cases, the majority has still implemented TC and TS descriptions while some have only918

provided TC descriptions. These different levels of HTD completeness are typically linked to different919

complexities in the application cases. It appears that the trade-off between detailing work and HTD920

benefits does not always justify to complete all templates. The TC provides a general understanding of921

the objectives and scope of a test. The information is given in a standard format that makes it easy to922

compare TC content. The TS adds the benefit of splitting up complex TCs into manageable units. The923

ES, finally, documents the experiment implementation in a given RI and thus allows comparability924

between implementations, given the reproduction of experiment setups or employment of different925

laboratory infrastructures.926

The vast majority of registered HTD application cases feature HIL-based experiments. Other cases927

have involved the explicit consideration of communication infrastructures or the remote coupling of928

laboratory infrastructures. This illustrates the usability of the HTD procedure for complex tests that929

involve the analysis of cyber-physical interactions and/or require coupling of remote or heterogeneous930

components in the experiment implementation.931

A variety of application areas have been covered by the registered application cases. About half of932

the cases are focused on testing control and management solutions for microgrids or active distribution933

grids. This once more illustrates the applicability of the HTD to document test cases that involve the934

validation of complex management strategies involving the interaction of various components. Other935

areas that have been covered by application cases are testing of demand response solutions and control936

units for renewable energy sources like wind power plants, multi-energy systems, and alternate power937

system control architectures.938

All in all, experience from the ERIGrid project shows that the HTD procedure is applicable to a939

variety of testing technologies and systems under test. It can provide different benefits depending940

on the number of employed templates, but for the majority of the (complex) test cases it proved to941

be useful to document all stages of testing. However, the HTD methodology a flexible open tool942

6 https://erigrid.eu/transnational-access/selected-projects/

https://erigrid.eu/transnational-access/selected-projects/
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that can be used or modified according to the needs of the experiments to trace the path between943

the abstract idea to the real test execution and reporting. The parallel test of the HTD was done944

in the ELECTRA IRP project to document the experiments, both in simulation and at a lab scale in945

a harmonized manner (for details see [51]). It was intended to help in the refinement of the HTD946

methodology design by providing feedback though a preliminary use in a wide variety of test cases,947

evolving from the simulation experiments to the pure hardware tests.948

For its use in ELECTRA IRP, an additional element was added to the HTD for reporting each of949

the experiment accomplished. The Experiment Reporting was also based on a template. The information950

in the Experiment Reporting template was intended to assess the validation of the Test Criteria951

corresponding to the Experiment Specification. It was also planned for extracting the main conclusions952

from the testing concerning the results, lessons learnt and open issues. The Experiment Reporting953

Template can be seen in Figure 8.954

Figure 8. Experiment Reporting Template used in ELECTRA [51].

5. Conclusion955

The presented HTD method offer overall control and traceability of the experiments with CPES. A956

test design specified using HTD templates allows to plan and follow up on complex CPES experiments,957

also by users not physically present in the laboratory premises. This saves time for the overall validation958

work, even if the preparation and writing of the test cases and corresponding test and experiment959

specifications may take some time (depending on the validation complexity of an experiment this960

can vary from minutes up to several hours) but at the end a more detailed understanding of the961

testing goals, requirements, boundary conditions, etc. improves the whole process. As the detail of962

test descriptions can be adjusted, the overhead of following the HTD method in detail can be tuned963

to the needs of experiments. We recommend using the simplest variant in the preparation of any964

multi-disciplinary testing effort.965

The HTD defines a technical language which one needs to know and understand to plan966

and execute experiments using the HTD framework. Precise and accurate descriptions of the967

HTD terminology are available within the templates, which facilitate common understanding. The968

method aligns well with state-of-the-art testing technology, including virtual and remotely coupled969

experimental platforms. The HTD templates and guidelines are now publicly available at [51]. The970

templates have been treated as a living document during the ERIGrid project phase, and they may971

be updated further in the future. The authors welcome feedback about missing key description972

parameters, and the users are free to develop and release customized versions of the templates.973

A word of advice for future HTD users: As in any multi-discipplinary work, different974

understanding of terms in the HTD templates is likely. Typically, similar terms can be975

understood differently between power system engineers and computer science professionals.976

Hence, cross-checking the interpretation of key terms will always be needed to establish common977
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understanding, especially in multi-disciplinary teams. This said, there are areas for future improvement978

which already have been identified:979

• The HTD concepts are in part new and not fully in line with common usage; for example ’system980

under test’, ’function under test/investigation’, ’object under investigation’ all relate to the often981

used terms ’system under test’ (ETSI-TDL), ’Device under Test’ (frequently used in hardware982

testing), ’Hardware under Test’ (used in HIL context), etc.; this creates communication challenges,983

which may be alleviated by improved training materials.984

• Lack of guiding questions: Essentially, it is difficult to fill out the template ad-hoc, only based985

on the abstract HTD concepts, and not all fields are equally relevant. E.g., the ’precision of986

equipment or uncertainty measurement’ may not always be part of the experiment planning.987

Additional guidelines may facilitate the learning process further, and establishing a community988

of experienced HTD users for knowledge sharing may be practical.989

• An HTD-planned experiment may never have been carried out as documented in the templates:990

as plans change, experiment designs get updated along the way; while this situation cannot991

be changed, the HTD documentation process may be improved by a systematic versioning or992

referencing system to facilitate revealing the final experiments;993

• Lack of tool integration: the system configuration annotation suffers from being a graphical994

dead-end; tooling integraton, e.g., between test system SSC and result evaluation would also995

encourage detailing and updating test system and experiment descriptions.996

When an experiment, planned using HTD, with minimal cost and in accordance with validation997

goals is successful, we realise concrete value: projects on target and in budget, delivering tangible998

outcomes have financial, intellectual and technical value.999

The future work will focus on the application of the proposed methodology in other projects as1000

well as the refinement of it based on the gained experiences. Also, software tools supporting the whole1001

process as well as for creating the different templates are potential future action items.1002
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